
RECONSTRUCTION AMERICAN CIVIL WAR AND BLACK

Reconstruction, the turbulent era following the U.S. Civil War, was an effort blacks gained a voice in government for the
first time in American.

Conservative opponents called the Republican regimes corrupt and instigated violence toward freedmen and
whites who supported Reconstruction. They created new state constitutions to set new directions for southern
states. Georgette Bennett and Dr. Most of the violence was carried out by members of the Ku Klux Klan KKK
, a secretive terrorist organization closely allied with the southern Democratic Party. White reactions included
outbreaks of mob violence against blacks, such as the Memphis riots of and the New Orleans riot. After
readmission, the Georgia legislature expelled its black legislators. Northern soldiers had died in bloody piles at
Antietam, rotted from infections in dirty hospitals and starved at Andersonville, while their kinfolk sweated in
fields and factories to support the war. After Johnson vetoed the billsâ€”causing a permanent rupture in his
relationship with Congress that would culminate in his impeachment in â€”the Civil Rights Act became the
first major bill to become law over presidential veto. People had to resort to bartering services for goods, or
else try to obtain scarce Union dollars. They rebuilt roads, got farms running again, and built schools for poor
and black children. The army in numbered 14, men, the federal budget was minuscule, and nearly all functions
of government were handled at the state and local level. The Fourteenth Amendment enshrined in the
Constitution the ideas of birthright citizenship and equal rights for all Americans. The first state to be
readmitted to the Union was Tennessee in  The telegraph made possible instantaneous communication
between generals and between the battlefield and home front. Nonetheless, the political revolution of
Reconstruction spawned increasingly violent opposition from white Southerners. While many slaves were
illiterate, educated blacks including escaped slaves moved down from the North to aid them, and natural
leaders also stepped forward. The white Democratic Southerners' memory of Reconstruction played a major
role in imposing the system of white supremacy and second-class citizenship for blacks using laws known as
Jim Crow laws. What was the citizenship and suffrage status of freedmen? Republican Ulysses S. With
northern acquiescence, the Solid South, now uniformly Democratic, effectively nullified the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments and imposed a new racial order based on disenfranchisement, segregation, and
economic inequality. By the turn of the century, as soldiers from North and South fought side by side in the
Spanish-American War, it seemed that the nation had put the bitterness of the s behind it. Moderates said this
could be easily accomplished as soon as Confederate armies surrendered and the Southern states repealed
secession and accepted the 13th Amendment â€” most of which happened by December  Grant in took aim at
the Klan and others who attempted to interfere with black suffrage and other political rights, white supremacy
gradually reasserted its hold on the South after the early s as support for Reconstruction waned. How much of
this failure was caused by the war and by previous reliance on agriculture remains the subject of debate among
economists and historians. Army, President Abraham Lincoln set up reconstructed governments in Tennessee ,
Arkansas , and Louisiana during the war. The series will explore the transformative years following the
American Civil War, when the nation struggled to rebuild itself in the face of profound loss, massive
destruction, and revolutionary social change. Which vice-presidential candidate had a cocker spaniel named
Checkers? Nevertheless, white Democrats , calling themselves " Redeemers ", regained control of the south
state by state, sometimes using fraud and violence to control state elections.


